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"Real science in Science Fiction. This is a must read for fans of SF.">(John S. Gertsch,  Reviewer)

Perfect for fans of Peter F. Hamilton, Iain M. Banks, and Orson Scott Card, Fear the Sky is a

hard-hitting sci-fi thriller that will have you looking at the stars in a different way. In eleven years'

time, a million members of an alien race will arrive at Earth. Years before they enter orbit, their

approach will be announced by the flare of a thousand flames in the sky, their ships' huge engines

burning hard to slow them from the vast speeds needed to cross interstellar space. These

foreboding lights will shine in our night sky like new stars, getting ever brighter until they outshine

even the sun, casting ominous shadows and banishing the night until they suddenly blink out. Their

technology is vastly superior to ours, and they know they cannot possibly lose the coming conflict.

But they, like us, have found no answer to the destructive force of the atom, and they have no

intention of facing the onslaught of our primitive nuclear arsenal or the devastation it would wreak on

the planet they crave. So they have flung out an advance party in front of them, hidden within one of

the countless asteroids randomly roaming the void. They do not want us, they want our planet. Their

Agents are arriving.
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Fear the Sky was a great book. I thought the characters of Neal Danielson, John Hunt and madeline

Cavanaugh were really thought out and woven into the story line well. The concept of "androids"

living among us with alien minds was fantastic. The fact that they couldn't use any technology

without drawing attention to themselves because of the "eyes in the sky" was a real nice touch. I am



excited on where this series is going. The concept is very well thought out. Love it.

I LOVED this book! Alien invasion, superheroes and supervillains, conspiracies, oh my! I am going

to start the second book in the series right now and I have a feeling that I am going to be impatiently

waiting for the third book too. There are minor editing issues, but who cares! I understood what he

was trying to say so it didn't matter. Definitely a five star read!

This book reads very well, there are very few grammatical errors and the story is well paced and

enjoyable. OK, enough of the boring stuff; this book was quite great! Every time I had to put it down

to do stuff like go to work or to sleep, I looked forward to picking it up again. It is one of the best

books I have read in a while and is definitely top 3 for this year.I just finished the first book and have

purchased the other two in the series since I liked the first one so much.

Narration was top notch. However, I have found that such excellent narration really spoils the

listener for other books with less narration skills. The story is well written and entertaining. Enjoyed it

so much that I bought second book before 1/4 through. Seems like it will be a good saga to listen

too

Great read!! To me, there is an elegance in your writing Stephen. I am a Hard SF fanatic and

although you don't seem to get into the minutia of your Tech, (I happen to like the minutia) but the

flow, character and scene development(especially the depth of the protagonists inner ethical

processes), more than made up for the lack! This is a work that was really tough to put down and

have just jumped immediately into "Fear the Survivors" which I also anticipate being fabulous. Gotta

tell you tho' Stephen, I'm not nutty about the titles of these works. No offence at all, but they sound

more like a 'B' to 'C' spaghetti Sci-Fi (I just made that term up, but I think it works) than the high-end

work that I consider this to be. Congrats man -- well done...you've definitely become a favorite!!

A 4.5-star review (if I had a 0.5 star possibility)Very well written, and initially very intriguing for the

scientist/engineer in me. Asteroids hurtling towards earth with physically unlikely characteristics.

The entire book is very well written, interesting, and the plot keeps you hanging on the edge of your

seat. My only gripe is that it (semi-spoiler alert) contains aliens arriving on earth, who manage to not

only blend in physically, but also socially in terms of behaviour and culturally, e.g., in speech,

mannerisms, and most unlikely, flirting successfully with unsuspecting humans. Technologically



advanced aliens arriving on earth is quite believable, but for them to infiltrate and fool their

surrounding humans so completely seems highly improbable (to me).--vick

This is well written, well edited and has a great plot with a different take on invading aliens. The

story moves along at a good pace and is far ahead of most of the new science fiction being

published today. As an avid Sci-Fi reader for my entire life I can recommend this to anyone who is

looking for a good yarn with some new twists.

It's a well-written page turner with a grand and reasonable premise: aliens in desperate need of a

habitable planet have found one, currently occupied.The creative author has readers accept a sort

of blend of alien psyche that is very human in thought pattern with a robotic body. In communication

with all-seeing satellites that have hacked into everything in the Internet, these are powerful

insidious enemies.It's a masterful story with just the right blend of twists and turns. You're not likely

to connect deeply with the characters, but they believable and interesting, providing a human

element.But make no mistake, this is a story of spies and war. The author has deep knowledge of

planes, weapons, military strategy and more. He could easily write a historical fiction war novel and

in many ways that is what this novel is. I came into this novel seeking something different so gave it

four stars. If you like this kind of subject matter and style, you might give it five.
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